Release #95 continued the first phase of the MyCommunity work, with additional improvements to SIO. Students may now easily view and email their instructors directly from their SIO Contacts page. A ScheduleOnce pilot program is also starting, allowing students to request an appointment with their various important contacts directly from the Contacts page.

New users are encouraged to review the S3 QuickStart Guide and the Web Tutorial section for basic instructions.

Release Highlights

Cross-Cutting
- **Feature Item:** Continued SIO updates
  - Instructors added to Contacts page
    - Students may now easily view and email their instructors from within SIO
  - Additional Major and Minor names added to advisor information on the Contacts page
  - ScheduleOnce pilot program introduced - students are able to click on a link underneath the advisor’s name to request an appointment through their contacts page in SIO
  - New FAQ page introduced

Admission
- **FFP Feature Item:** Implemented new functionality for Admission staff to update and edit decision letters
- **FFP Feature Item:** Implemented new functionality for Admission staff to be able to easily generate a daily deposit-paid report
- **FFP Feature Item:** Enhanced the screen used to make Decision Letters visible to applicants

University Registrar Office
- Fixed an issue where the time sort on course sections was incorrect
- Updated the Registrar’s Office email throughout the application

Coming in the Next Six Months...

- The first phase of the MyCommunity project continues, which includes:
  - A wider range of advisor roles will be able to be assigned to students, such as First Year Advisor and Faculty Advisor
  - The ability for S3 users to bulk-assign, update, and remove advisors
  - Modifications to the Advising Roster to include the new advising roles
  - A remodeled S3 Student Summary page

Contact Information
Lisa Krieg, Director of Enrollment Services – 412.268.5399, krieg@andrew.cmu.edu
Chris Nolin, Director of Enrollment Systems – 412.268.5777, cnolin@andrew.cmu.edu